#CES2016 Trends Report

Twitter is your live connection to culture

#Opportunity
For the past 18 years, the international

was a record breaker, and more than 50,000

Consumer Electronics Show (CES) has been

of the attendees came from outside the U.S.

held every January in Las Vegas gathering
together tech companies, reporters,

CES demonstrates that we are all connected

advertisers, and analysts in a giant convention

through technology to our devices, the

hall. Dedicated to showing off thousands of

services we use, the brands we buy, and to

new technology innovations, the conference

each other. All these connections generate

is a platform for launching new products and

data which has become the foundation of

demonstrating unreleased devices.

our interactions with each other and with
smart devices.

This year, CES drew over 170,000 people to
view more than 2.47 million square feet of

From its beginning, Twitter has provided

exhibits. According to the Consumer

real time data in the form of Tweets which

Technology Association (formerly known as

link the world together. As such, the platform

the Consumer Electronics Association), the

answers one question better than any other

square footage for the 3,800-plus exhibitors

in the world: what’s happening right now?
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It was true from the start and it’s just as true

Everything in our space at CES reflected this

today: Twitter is the first service people and

focus on passions and culture as well as the

the media open to see what’s happening in

amazing connections that Twitter enables

the world, direct from the source, live, as it

around the world.

unfolds.
This report provides a snapshot of some of
Twitter is your live connection to the world,

the key trends we saw at CES. We also take

your live connection to culture.

you inside an installation Twitter created: the
“#CES2016 TwitterCity” where we showcased

In 2016, Twitter will help brands create a live

exactly how Twitter connects people both

connection to their customers, to people’s

online and offline to the world and culture at

passions, and ultimately, to culture. This kind

large.

of connection is possible because of Twitter’s
influential live audience, premium live reach,
and live creative canvas. No other service

#HappyReading!

offers this combination.
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#CES2016
TwitterCity
Every piece of culture in the world happens on

Various urban items provided interactive

Twitter, every second of every day. And a whole

experiences, such as a Chevy Volt car packed

lot of culture will happen on Twitter in 2016.

with technology like CarPlay which displayed
information from an iPhone on the car’s built-

The #CES2016 TwitterCity brought this idea

in display. This helped make the point that

to life in a physical space and showed how all

Twitter is your live connection to life on the

aspects of culture and our passions have

road. Similarly, a traffic sign, @TMCPoldaMetro

been discovered, connected, shared, and

showed that Twitter is your live connection to

enjoyed more with Twitter.

traffic. In Jakarta, where traffic is the worst in
the world, Twitter helps drivers avoid jams and

Installed at the Cosmopolitan Hotel in a private

get reports in real time.

space, the TwitterCity was comprised of
twelve buildings (a pizza parlour, a movie

At the edge of the city, another sign with the

theatre, a beauty salon, Tweet shop, sports bar,

word “Shark” acted as a warning to beach-

cafe, etc.), within a mini city including a park,

goers to check their Twitter accounts to

street benches, newspaper dispensers and

monitor shark activity. This was another real

other urban artefacts. Visitors could wander

example of Twitter’s unexpected use; in

the city and discover how Twitter is tightly

Australia dozens of sharks have been tagged

integrated into our daily lives.

with Twitter accounts allowing surfers to
know sharks’ movements through live videos

At the main entrance of the city, a “Passions

and statistics. @MaryLeeShark is one such

Video Billboard” showcased some of the best

account with 91,000 followers showing

video content shared on Twitter in 2015. The

Twitter is your live connection to marine life.

content was organized by passion points
including Sports, Technology, TV & Movies,

In the central town square, a heart sculpture

News, Food & Drink, Health & Fitness, Fashion

showed live data visualization and lights with

& Beauty and Music.
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the pulse and frequency of Tweets that relate

A Twitter polling booth highlighted the US

to various passions. This sculpture sourced

Presidential Elections and provided a fun and

Tweets in real-time, visualizing the

fast way for people to give feedback on their

conversations that were happening live

Twitter experience.

on Twitter during CES.
Overall, the #CES2016 TwitterCity allowed
A Niche creation station showed how Niche

Twitter to physically demonstrate its

artists work with brands to put a creative spin

relevance at the heart of global culture and

on campaigns and reach a broad audience

technology. The installation was a primer for

through artists’ networks. Within this space,

many of the key trends observed within the

Niche influencers created live art each day.

greater CES show, such as the technology
shift beyond the PC to a fully mobile world

A Tweet shop also offered visitors custom

with instant notifications and real-time

posters powered by Tweets.

content. Twitter has proven that it is ready to
take a central role in the new “cognitive

Off on Market Street, a pizza parlour showed

era” (a term used by Ginni Rometti, CEO of

how Twitter connects us to food, in the

IBM) where devices are not only smart, but

moment. Whether you’re sharing a Coke with

also capable of learning and communicating

a friend or ordering pizza, Twitter is the place

with their users.

to share and talk about delicious food. Last
year, Domino’s rolled out its “Tweet to order”

Keep reading for more insights into the big

system allowing customers to use an emoji to

trends and shifts we observed at CES this

order pizza. The installation helped illustrate

year.

how Twitter is your live connection to food.
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#Trending
By 2020, the number of Internet-connected

defined by clicking on your PC or phone

devices is expected to reach a staggering

browser, and more towards a pervasive

50 billion — with 6.1 billion smartphone users,

connectivity that reaches us throughout our

a quarter of a billion connected cars, and

homes, vehicles, offices, malls, hospitals, and

10.2 million units of smart clothing.[1] This

practically everywhere else we interact.

marks a shift away from the Internet being

HASHTAG SUMMARY OF CES TRENDS

#DECISION ENGINES
#EVERYTHING LEARNS

#SENS(OR)S
#QUANTIFIED SELF

#ALLCONNECTED
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TREND 1:
THE NEXT WAVE OF “SENSOR-SHIP”
HOW MAY I ASSIST YOU?

services such as Uber or Ola cab without

– CONTEXT AWARE COMPUTING

needing apps to activate. The Internet is

In a world beyond the browser, personal

spotty in Bangalore so that type of help is

assistants like Siri, Google Now, and Cortana

extremely useful on a daily basis. Niki can also

are rapidly becoming the new killer apps for

shop for you and pay your utility bills and its

smartphones in 2016, and will only become

services will expand even more over time.[3]

more predictive as they get asked to perform
more tasks for us.

DATAMATED
It used to be that you had to do something to

In June 2015, Apple announced that Siri was

create a new piece of data. But with the rise of

being upgraded with iOS Proactive Assistant

IoT and machine-to-machine interactions,

software. This means she can trigger certain

devices around us are creating and

functions or notifications without you having

exchanging massive amounts of information

to touch the phone, and can even start a

all on their own, all the time.

certain playlist based on your GPS location.
And Google Now on Tap allows you to find

So where do you store it? According to

information and apps related to whatever

research firm IDC, “The Internet of Things will

you’re currently doing on your phone.

need 750 percent more data center capacity
in service-provider facilities than it consumes

Wondervoice, located in the Eureka Park

today.”[4] Whoever builds and manages these

Marketplace, is an always-on personal voice

sprawling and expensive facilities will be a

assistant that connects people to their social

critical factor in who “owns” the space. Data

networks plus apps in an eyes- and hands-free

Centers are a big business.

environment. The tool is fully integrated with
Twitter and works directly with your mobile

Getting lots of press, the big ones heading

OS to access anything on your device.[2]

right into 2016 are so-called “data lakes.”
Whereas a traditional data warehouse will

New startups use personal assistants or

store information hierarchically (i.e. structured

artificial intelligence agents to solve business

files and folders), a data lake keeps everything

problems. In the tech hub of Bangalore, India,

as-is, and instead, marks the information with

a chatbot named Niki.ai has been launched. It

a big set of metadata tags. So when a specific

can top-up your phone credit or hail local car

business question pops up, the data lake can
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simply be queried without you having to know

protocols at play including Wi-Fi, ZigBee, and

where you stored something.

Z-Wave.[5] But out of the mix, four big
companies seem to have the upper hand at

Meet the Data Analysts and the Data Scientists.

connecting the dots: Apple (HomeKit), Google

A data analyst is focused on the movement and

(Brillo), Intel (IoTivity), and Qualcomm

interpretation of data; a data scientist is

(Alljoyn). And among these, you can guess

responsible for summarizing this information to

which two will likely emerge in the head-to-head

enable pattern-based forecasting.

faceoff.[6]

Then there’s the data governance aspect, which

Apple’s system uses the proprietary HomeKit

is about controlling, sharing, monitoring, and

Accessory Protocol (HAP) — meaning that for a

managing all of these new bits and bytes. And

third-party device to connect, it will have to be

this, in turn, continues to create new kinds of

“Made For iOS” (MFi). Google’s Brillo, on the

systems, structures, and jobs.

other hand, is already powering early IoT
breakthroughs like the Nest Thermostat, and we

It’s all part of the brave new connected world

can expect to see a broad range of device

we’re entering as we step outside of the

manufacturers making use of this open standard.

browser, into our homes, and even outside of
our front doors.

The Internet of Things (IoT) has also found its
way onto the city grid, and its impact will be

THE SENSORED CITYSCAPE

significantly more substantial than the sensor in

The biggest issue currently facing the Internet of

our kitchen coffeemaker automatically

Things (IoT) is not the “what” but the “how”; i.e.,

reordering our beans. Indeed, when “smart

on which platform will all of this tech connect

cities” are fully realized, we’ll see not just a more

and sync?

efficient use of resources and improved
communication, but a fundamental shift in our

Asia is the world’s largest manufacturing hub of

habits and expectations.

smart home products that have a variety of

TWITTER IS YOUR LIVE CONNECTION TO CULTURE
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Singapore is among the leaders in this space,

But there will be plenty of hoops to jump

and has publicly declared its intention to

through and not every sensor will have a

become the world’s smartest

city.[7]

Among

hard-and-fast application, yet.

the advanced tech they’ve already
implemented is highway management,

“What China does better than any place else

congestion-based pricing for drivers, and one

in the world is to innovate by

of the most sophisticated water management

commercialization, as opposed to constant

systems in the world. Plus, only five percent of

research and perfecting the theory, like the

their population is out of range of their super

West” - Kevin Wale, Managing Director of GM

high-speed broadband Internet access.

China.[10]

THE INTERNET OF AUTO-THINGS

Toyota is investing $1 billion in an artificial

The rise of the Chinese auto market is

intelligence and robotics company that is

perfectly timed with quantum leaps

dedicated to researching the future of the

happening right now in the industry, from

automotive industry.[11]

augmented reality head-up displays, to
advanced driver assistance, to bio-sensored

“…the company’s goals are to support older

interiors. After all, automobiles are the largest

people in their homes with robotics, make

“wearables” we own.

cars free of accidents and use AI to allow all
people to drive regardless of their ability.”[12]

The MEMS Journal estimated that today’s

- Robotics expert Gil Pratt (lead on the new

vehicles currently have around 60 to 100

Toyota Research Institute).

sensors installed, but this number is expected
to grow to more than 200. This means there

Today’s battleground, however, surrounds the

will be roughly 22 billion sensors on the road

in-dash operating system. While some

by the year

2020.[8] And

2020 is also the year

that Mark Fields, CEO of Ford, expects
autonomous vehicles to be on the

road.[9]

automakers like Ford have invested in
proprietary tech, the main showdown is
between Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s
Android Auto, which includes Google Play.
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TREND 2:
FROM MOBILE FIRST
TO MOBILE EVERYTHING
The majority of millennial Chinese access the

services are rapidly becoming the norm,

Internet and digital services on their mobile

where the mobile device, smart or not,

devices. According to eMarketer, more than

increasingly directs all aspects of life.

three-quarters of 18-34 year olds will have
regularly used a smartphone in 2015, with

MONETIZING “MICRO-MOMENTS”

growth expected at close to 90 percent by

The last time you texted a friend, quickly

2018.[13]

looked something up, made a reservation, or
shot out a Tweet has a name; that name is

Indeed, China is quickly moving toward an

“micro-moment.” It’s a concept that’s

ecosystem where most life services are being

reshaping the marketing funnel, and

offered through mobile-first solutions.

ultimately, how companies communicate.[14]

One-to-one messaging and location-based

TWITTER IS YOUR LIVE CONNECTION TO CULTURE
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What used to be “long form,” predictable

sales, but to gain insights, sentiment, and

lifestyle behaviors have now been replaced by

direction from the savvy segment of the

fragmented interactions that occur rapid-fire.

buying public that frequents these platforms.

There are hundreds of these moments every

Misfit Wearables took just such a route on

day with huge monetization opportunities for

Indiegogo, and they’re now among the top

brands and content players. Global publisher

five growing IoT startups out there.[15]

BuzzFeed is responsible for popularizing the
now-ubiquitous “listicle” format, which has an

MESSAGING AS A REMOTE CONTROL

average time-on-site of just 36 seconds, yet

By Q1 2015, WeChat had 650 million active

the format enjoys a valuation of $1.5 billion.

monthly users, making it the world’s largest
standalone messaging app.[16] For LINE,

The big job for brands is to segment each

which is the dominant platform in Japan, that

“micro-moment of truth,” and to identify and

figure was 205 million. Mobile messaging apps

optimize content formats to convert those

are now becoming the go-to channel for

moments by audience target, device, and

brands to reach consumers.[17]

context.
Part of what’s pushing this 1:1 phenomenon is
Applications of this phenomenon are finding

cost: outside the U.S., sending an SMS is up to

their way into healthcare (e.g., new

63 times more expensive than messaging

telemedicine offerings that enable doctors to

apps which charge a flat-fee or offer

directly monitor connected health devices),

messaging for free.[18]

retail, and even crowdfunding platforms.
Asian consumers have widely embraced the
For instance, large manufacturers like GE are

concept of “digital cramming,” or having

also starting to (selectively) show early-stage

multiple features available in one platform.

products and prototypes not for meaningful
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In addition to being a messaging app, WeChat

“Asia’s technology giants have been one

is a social network, a media app, and an

step ahead of Western companies in how

extendable transactional platform. It offers

they treat messaging apps,” – Mike Isaac and

users the opportunity to shop, talk to brands,

Vindu Goel, NY Times.[22]

order taxis, and read the news. LINE has also
steadily built its own similar ecosystem that

Scott Nelson, head of North America for Viber,

includes flash deals, games, taxi service, TV

a chat service owned by the Japanese retail

channels, music, and cute stickers.[19] These

giant Rakuten, said every messaging service is

services monetize via micropayments for

trying to find its own formula. Viber, for

additional content, like stickers or games. The

example, features public conversations that

strategy has been to get as many people on

celebrities, news outlets, and consumer

the platform as possible and build from there.

brands can have with their followers.[23]

WeChat averages an annual revenue of $7 per
user on its network, according to estimates
from the research firm,

Nomura.[20]

Western messaging apps are starting to pay
attention. Tango, for example, has added a
shopping tab to its service offering, and

Over the last year, Facebook, which isn’t

Snapchat has recently introduced the news

available in parts of Asia, has been

section, “Discover,” which allows brands a

augmenting its app strategy to parallel the

great short form content channel.

success of WeChat in capturing more
monetization.[21] At the end of last year, the
global social media platform announced a
partnership with Uber to activate a vehicle
from within the Facebook messenger app.

TWITTER IS YOUR LIVE CONNECTION TO CULTURE
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MOBILE DATING
In truth, the world’s biggest shopping day isn’t

social shopping landscape. According to

the U.S.’s “Black Friday.” It’s actually “Singles

TechCrunch, Alibaba’s Alipay service handles

Day,” a Chinese phenomenon where young

nearly eight out of every 10 of Chinese mobile

people celebrate — or try to forget — not

payments and is set to IPO in 2016.[29]

having a romantic partner. This past year
shattered records with a mind-boggling
$9.3 billion spent in just 12

hours.[25]

Some of

In response, giant online hubs like Tmall and
Shopline now feature sophisticated product

this has to do with a new social media trend

recommendations that play a major part in

that integrates mobile payments with dating

driving sales volume. In fact, it can be said

sites.[26]

that Asia as a whole is leading the way with
social commerce, particularly in markets like

A number of popular Asian dating apps like

Thailand, where mobile-first consumers have

Peekawoo, Paktor, and Momo are adding new

more patience for clunky transaction

functionalities — such as social tools and

interfaces if it means they can buy directly

mobile payments — to their dating platforms.

from Facebook.

[27] For

instance, with over 60 million users

active each month, Momo is China’s second

WeChat has partnerships with retailers that

most popular dating app after WeChat.

offer discounts and loyalty points as

What’s unique about Momo is that the

incentives for paying for goods and services

platform enables users to find others based

through the WeChat app.

on their proximity to one another, such as
when they’re at a local nightclub.

Twitter has also been exploring leveraging
Tweets for payment at vending machines and

Further south, Singapore-based Paktor, which

with other services, including banks, to

raised $5 million in 2014 is an app that

exchange money and merchandise. [30]

features group chat rooms designed to help
new people find each other (as an alternative
to the typical “swipe left/swipe right”
mechanism). [28] So as opposed to two singles
meeting up, most Paktor users engage in an
initial group date with friends. Then they have
the option to decide later on if they want to
try again one-to-one.
MOBILE PAYMENTS
Given the increasing spending power of
middle-class Chinese, and their tendency to
create content and write product reviews
(some stats peg this number at upwards of 70
percent of shoppers), Chinese consumers
stand at the intersection of the mobile and
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TREND 3:
DIGITAL: AT YOUR SERVICE
China now boasts 720 million active Internet

personalized offers. While beacon technology

users, up six percent over the past 12 months,

isn’t new, the power is in its ability to “wake

according to the latest government data from

up” a downloaded store app that may not be

CNNIC. Of that group, a whopping 98 percent

open when you walk through the doors.

are active social media users (659 million). In
total there are 675 million unique mobile
users (out of 1.3 billion SIM

Apple, the best-known entrant into this

subscriptions).[31]

burgeoning space, launched its solution in late
2013. iBeacon has already been installed on a

This is a massively addressable digital

test-and-learn basis at several major U.S. and

audience and will only expand — particularly

Western European retailers/brands, including

in developing areas where Internet service is

department store Macy’s and package goods

not readily available. Capitalizing on this

company Unilever. Major League Baseball has

connected trend will continue to be a huge

also outfitted the majority of team stadiums

story heading into 2016.

with this technology to send users welcome
messages. Quick service restaurant

“Seoul is blanketed with free Wi-Fi that

McDonald’s will roll out the tech in 263

offers the world’s fastest Internet speeds —

locations in the U.S. southeast.[33]

twice as fast as the average American’s. Back
in 1995, the government began a 10-year plan

Beacons are also finding their way over to

to build out the country’s broadband

China. According to NFCWorld.com, Bluetooth

infrastructure and, through a series of public

beacon provider Sensoro has linked together

programs, to teach Koreans what they could

110,000 Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons

do with it.” – Jeanna Wortham, NY Times

[32]

and deployed them across China to create a
single platform that marketers can use to send

“PINGING” IN THE NEW YEAR IN RETAIL

highly targeted offers to shoppers. Among the

Beacons are low-energy Bluetooth

locations equipped with beacons are 25 movie

transmitters deployed in retail environments,

theatres, 16 airports, 39 retail stores, 40 tourist

which provide location-specific content to

destinations, 200 universities, 260 high speed

enabled mobile devices. This includes

trains, 1,500 Pizza Hut restaurants, and 2,100

welcome messages, coupons, and

Chow Tai Fook (CTF) jewelry stores.”[34]

TWITTER IS YOUR LIVE CONNECTION TO CULTURE
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Yet in Japan, most people still don’t know

TNS conducted surveys for Facebook across

what beacons are, and those who do typically

the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore,

have no experience with them. According to a

and Malaysia. Nearly six in 10 respondents first

recent study, among women aged 20 to 24,

heard breaking news via Facebook and half

just 12 percent had engaged, and that figure

first heard about new products, brands, or

was at a low eight percent for men.[35] Of

services through the social platform.[37]

course, this largely has to do with retailers’
lack of development of capable mobile

But the digital explosion is also creating

applications. So not only will it take a good

clutter. In the rapidly populated digital

amount of tech education to get more Asian

shopping space, brands get easily lost in the

consumers up to speed, but also a healthy

shuffle and consumers miss great new

level of investment in test-and-learn programs.

offerings. To help resolve the market gap,
data-driven digital aggregators are stepping

SEARCHING THE NIGHT AWAY

in to provide clarity and add value. In

According to Q1 2015 data from iiMedia

Indonesia, for instance, services from Oiffel,

Research, more than half a billion people in

Lleora, and Shopious help consumers

China use mobile search apps, and that

discover Instagram shops that match up with

number is trending steadily upward. In fact,

their tastes.

since Q3 2014 the market has seen quarterly
growth rates of more than five percent. In

The help isn’t reserved exclusively for digital

total, 93 percent of searches are actively

goods. In Thailand, services like Parking Duck

conducted by mobile internet users.[36]

more easily enable drivers to find available
parking spaces. And in India, people are

In Southeast Asia, Facebook generates a lot of

locating open restrooms with the aid of apps

this traffic. Global market research company

like GottaGo.[38]

When one of Nestlé’s top sellers, Maggi
noodles, was declared unsafe in India,
Nestlé turned to social media to play
defense and help their consumers “find”
answers.
Multiple Twitter accounts (main Nestlé
account, Nestlé India, Maggi India) were
used to reassure customers that its
product was fit for consumption.
Ultimately, the testing worked out in
Nestlé’s favor, and the product is now
back on the shelves. What is so
remarkable is that the misadventure took
place entirely via digital social media.[39]
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ROBOTICS WORK HARDER…

amount to over a quarter of global demand,

AND FRIENDLIER

thus bringing the country more in line with

According to artificialintelligenceonline.com,

robot-per-worker ratios of major competitors

starting with the home, “there are three main

like South Korea (437), Japan (323), Germany

types of personal robots: small appliances

(282), and the U.S. (152).[41]

that perform basic household chores,
machines that assist in childcare, and

Japan is taking robotics very seriously.

humanoid robots designed to provide

Softbank’s Aldebaran recently launched the

company for the elderly and people with

world’s first robot that can express emotions.

disabilities.”

“Pepper,” the robot, is currently at work in
Softbank Stores, and isn’t designed to do

China is engaged in a historically

household chores, but to serve as an

unprecedented effort to develop its robotic

emotional companion to “make you happy.”[42]

technology industry as the country works to
modernize factories and provide new
domestic services for its citizens.[40]
And on the factory floor, the demand for
industrial robots is even greater. According to
the 2015 survey of industrial robots by the
International Federation of Robotics, the
global operating stock of industrial robots in
China was estimated to be close to 190,000 or
13 percent of the global total. That figure is
expected to swell to 610,000 by 2018 and will

TWITTER IS YOUR LIVE CONNECTION TO CULTURE
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ON-DEMAND REVOLUTION

In fact, Uber itself is heavily invested in buying

The use of robotics for automation is sitting at

its way into the Chinese market, and claims to

the bottom of a growing new business

have created over 60,000 jobs in the month

structure. Many tasks in industries that were

of May 2015.[44] Furthermore, Uber China

traditionally handled by people are now being

makes use of Baidu maps. And last December,

managed by software APIs (application

Baidu, in turn, made a $200 million investment

programming interfaces).

in Uber. Alibaba and Tencent are also making
significant bets on Uber-like businesses and

The jobs that are becoming available are

have an eye on the enormous opportunity

“below the API” and that market is growing.

presented by the Chinese marketplace.[45]

New “on demand” services, like the often
“hailed” UBER, are feeding off this new

Still, the so-called “gig economy” does have

environment and disrupting business

its downsides. Contractors for every “below

categories.

the API” service from Uber and Lyft (livery),
to Instacart and DoorDash (food delivery), to

Sunny Freeman in a Huffington Post article

TaskRabbit and HomeJoy (errands/cleaning)

writes, “Many industry watchers believe the

have no real idea where or when their next gig

phenomenon – combining real-time data,

will be. And the jobs typically don’t come with

mobile payments, instant gratification, and

the kind of regularity that affords them a

dynamic pricing – is the beginning of… an on-

lifestyle that encourages a family, meaningful

demand revolution that will ‘Uberize’ the

leisure activities, etc. So while they may be

entire economy.”[43] Nowhere is this vision

positioned as “fun and flexible,” these gigs

more relevant and probable than in China.

also carry with them a high level of insecurity
and practical limitations.[46]
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TREND 4:
THE NEW REALITY OF CONTENT
A HEAD-START IN LONG-FORM

In fact, Chinese market firm iResearch

Multichannel networks now refer to

estimates that the online video market in

themselves as MPN’s or “multiplatform

China has a 39 percent compound annual

networks” — and the distinction is an

growth rate and will be worth RMB 90 million

important one. Born out of the YouTube

($14 billion).[47] The recent announcement of

ecosystem, these global media companies will

Alibaba’s purchase of the South China

no longer rely on YouTube as their sole means

Morning Post may also change the content

of distribution and monetization. Instead,

market.

they’re developing their own programming
grids, advertiser models, and subscription

In the meantime, players like Youku Tudou

models. This is paving the way for other

continue to shake up the game in China. Its

content platforms, as well as new social

most significant difference from YouTube is

behaviors, to repeat that business flow.

that the platform is known for longer, more
in-depth videos, which works well for the

TWITTER IS YOUR LIVE CONNECTION TO CULTURE
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Chinese market. In fact, its 40 million weekly

of reality, elements of competition, and a few

unique users spend, on average, over an hour

other tweaks, and you get The Genius Game

a day on the site, compared to just 25 minutes

and Three Meals a Day, which combine

for

YouTube.[48]

cooking with celebrity talk and some coverage
of social issues.

Whereas YouTube has largely struggled in
developing its own original content recently

One particularly unusual content phenomenon

launching YouTube Red, Youku is well ahead

that has caught fire in South Korea is the

as far as that game is concerned. In March of

“mukbang” trend or people broadcasting

this past year, the platform announced that it

themselves eating. The behavior of self-

was doubling its original content budget to

broadcasting is already well-entrenched, with

$98 million. This, in turn, has encouraged more

platforms such as Periscope dominating the

brands than ever to curate content, test new

space.

ad formats, and explore novel ways of
engaging with viewers.

THE ASIAN OTT BATTLE
“Just a week after Netflix first arrived in Asia

THE NEW CONTENT MASH-UP

with its launch in Japan, the company

Content Asia reports, “As the year draws to a

announced plans for further expansion in the

close, there were a remarkable 132 TV formats

region with South Korea, Singapore, Hong

that premiered in Asia or had been

Kong, and Taiwan all lined up for early 2016,”

commissioned for 2016. That’s excluding the

wrote Trevor Mogg for Digitaltrends.[52]

shows that premiered in 2014 and ran through
2015.”[49]

South Korea, whose population is just about
50 million, has an online penetration rate of

“It’s more about the new and fresh

more than 84 percent. Taiwan’s population is

techniques, the storytelling, different twists

approaching 24 million. These are great

and game play, drama and surprise,” — Fotini

markets for Netflix, and as the media

Paraskakis, Endemol Shine Group’s managing

company expands, it will spread the

director for Asia.

investment internationally in tech and original
content.[53]

“Competitions, contests, and game shows
across a range of skills – singing, dancing,

But that’s not stopping Alibaba and Disney

cooking, etc. – continue to dominate. Talpa

from launching their own “Over The

aired six versions of The Voice in Asia this

Top” (OTT) platform in China to drive sales of

year, including the all-time-record-holder, The

movie-related toys, books, and trips to its

Voice of

China.”[50]

Disney theme park in Shanghai (which, amidst
numerous setbacks, has been in planning for

Hwang Jin Woo, senior manager and head of

more than a decade). It’s part of a multi-year

formats for CJ E&M’s content development

licensing agreement between the two giants

team, says one of the biggest trends in Korea

and will commence with pre-sales of the

is hybrid formats that combine two existing

system called “DisneyLife,” through Alibaba’s

concepts to create a whole new one.[51] For

online shopping platform, Tmall.

example, picture a game show with a little bit
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The $125 Mickey Mouse-shaped device will

Back in the US, music has never been in a

provide audiences with Disney content, such

better place from a consumption standpoint.

as games, cartoons, and films. It’s an

Among users aged 13 and up, listeners already

important part of Disney’s strategy in China,

spend more than four hours a day with audio

where films have a relatively small window to

— including traditional radio and downloaded

make money at the box office.

music. But all of this digital airtime amounts to
just one-fifth of total industry dollars ($4.5

MUSIC TO WHOSE EARS?

billion in a $26 billion market).[55] That’s not a

This past July, Alibaba made another

sustainable model for artists — which is why

announcement: it intends to combine its

we’re seeing powerful performers like Taylor

music services Tiantian and Xiami into one.

Swift becoming official spokespeople for

Online music currently streams to 471 million

artists’ rights. Her now famous open letter last

people in China, but the revenue is just $91

year explained why she would not post her

million (whereas the US market is worth $3.5

music on Apple’s new streaming audio service

billion).[54] This leaves plenty of room for

due to the company’s lack of compensation

growth — including growth in advertising —

for artists during the initial ‘free period’.[56]

but China is also home to over 100 pirate sites

Apple “swiftly” responded by agreeing to cut

that are eating into the industry. Still, services

artists in.[57]

providing more value and customization may
woo subscribers through platforms such as

Taking it one technology step further, Imogen

Spotify, which is already in Hong Kong but not

Heap announced in December that she would

on the Mainland, and Apple Music, which

release her latest song, “Tiny Human,” via the

recently launched China-wide.

Blockchain payment solution, popularized by
virtual currency Bitcoin. Through this
technology, all transactions are recorded on a
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distributed network rather than a central

VR is an experience that puts you squarely at

database, and this flexibility allows for instant

the center of an environment through head

and transparent royalty tracking and real-time

mounted displays or HMD (Google

distribution of monies. Heap explained herself

Cardboard, Oculus Rift, GearVR), that allow a

to the public and communicated her artists’

360-degree view of the world around you.

rights at a live-streamed event sponsored by

Live action content is shot with special

The Guardian.[58]
IMMERSIVE CONTENT – THE NEXT HORIZON
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality
(AR) are merging together into what we’re
now calling “immersive content” — a market
that TrendForce pegs as reaching $70 billion
by 2020.[59]
AR provides a layer of data and visual
information over the scene you are looking at,
whether static or interactive. Examples
include heads-up displays on car windshields,
the visors on motorcycle helmets, and
Microsoft HoloLens.

camera rigs, and gaming makes use of
software engines such as Unreal and Unity.
CREATIVE OPPORTUNITY
Creatively, things are all over the place in a
fertile ground for experimentation. Television
show runners, networks, producers, and media
companies are learning as fast as they can —
trying to identify real opportunities with
audiences and orchestrating the right
marriages between creative and tech.
Other verticals such as medicine, education,
engineering, architecture, travel, and
journalism are also quickly making headway.
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TECH CHALLENGES

INVESTMENTS

While the physical and psychological effects

Media companies are investing heavily. Disney

of VR are being researched by educational

led a $65 million round for JauntVR, Comcast

institutions such as the Stanford Virtual

and Time Warner put $30.5 million into live

Human Interaction Lab and the USC Institute

streaming VR company NextVR which has a

for Creative Technologies, VR pioneers like

big bet on sports, and even Kevin Spacey

John Carmack of Oculus are rapidly solving

invested in the VR art museum experience

tech challenges. New companies from tool set

called WoofbertVR.

creators and software developers, to camera
and rig companies, to studios and agencies

IMMERSION MARKETPLACES

seem to be popping up almost daily and

YouTube is now 360-video capable and other

drafting behind the giant speeding truck that

global networks are gearing up. Coming from

is VR.

brands, studios, and TV networks are mostly
immersive experiences, with a little bit of

On one end, you have untethered mobile

narrative and a little bit of gimmick. Wired

phone based headsets such as Google

Magazine 360 puts you on stage in the middle

Cardboard and the Gear VR, and on the other

of global theatrical franchises like “The Lion

end, are the wired experiences of PCs and

King”; “Star Wars” has released a VR Series.

game consoles. Consumers can play, too, with

The New York Times changed the game last

a variety of 360-degree cams from Ricoh,

year by delivering, to 1.3 million Sunday

Kodak, and more. These low-priced cams are

subscribers, Google Cardboard and the first of

also being used by pros for previz.

five VR docs called “The Displaced.”

This year’s CES marked a shift: from technology innovations that are on the cutting edge and
unlikely to see the day, to ideas and applications that can benefit people’s lives right now.
Technology powering the connected home, enabling self-managed health, and more human-like
interactions with voice commands, has never been more promising and within arm’s reach.
The word “Tweet” first appeared on Twitter on May 9, 2006. Back then, Twitter was an SMS
messaging service, and a Tweet was a lightweight digital tool for answering the question,
“What’s happening?” Ten years on, Twitter has changed how the world communicates. The next
chapter is the transformation of real-time connections from peer-to-peer to any connected
person or object in the world. It’s time to #GOLIVE.

Follow us
for the latest updates,
tips, and inspiration
@TwitterAdsSG

We are grateful to our partner @StoryTech for their support of this trends report .
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